Some comments regarding the TWG event at Wroclaw:

For judging nothing was well organised during the first day. We improvised with chairs, and the music was very loud and just behind the judging position.

No information was given about travel details like domestic travel in Poland, and there was no information on our arrival at Wroclaw so we got the wrong hotel twice.

During the contest there were problems with the scoring system so I had to work alone as a chief judge without assistant and scribe.

The award ceremony was a poor thing – only the first in the three categories were on the podium.

There was no link with any other (non-aviating) sport, we were alone very far from The World Games. It was a small contest with only ten pilots and no real competition.

The hotel was correct but noisy and food correct too.

The last mishap was the transfer to Torun for the WGAC, where we had to pay one night at the hotel from our own resources.

Bernard Courtois, TWG Chief Judge